BUILDING APROVAL DELAYS.
In regards to delays to building work, I find the delays in approvals to build under the archaic system of NSW where
everything is so delayed by Councils is outrageous.
It appears that council / local government administrators are following an archaic system of ticking boxes with no
real understanding of what real compliance is all about.
Once again I refer to Qld where a person an sign a contract on a parcel of land, commission a licensed building
designer to design their home including structural construction plans, settle on the purchase contract then submit a
plumbing application, purchase home warranty insurance, after getting their sewer drainage approval submit the
plans to a Private Building Certifier and get the plans back stamped and ready to start building after a week. Quite
often the time between purchase contract finalisation and commencement to build can be as short as three weeks
or less.
ILLEGAL BUILDING WORK & HANDY-MEN.
I have been astounded at the frequency of illegal building work in NSW in regards to both structural compliance to
the NCC (National Construction Code), AS1684 Timber Framing Standards and unlicensed building work. I have
questioned “Handy men” where I’ve seen them performing substantial renovations and extensions including
substantive deck rebuilds, room additions and roof replacements, any of these tasks would be above the financial
limit for license requirement. I have questioned Handymen about this on sites where they claim they are operating
under “The Handyman Banner with Handyman Insurance”. This is ludicrous to say the least because my
understanding is that illegal work negates any insurance whether the insurance of the contractor or the home
owner client.
ILLEGAL BUILDING WORK & CARPENTERS.
It is also interesting to note that in NSW there is a grey area between the duties a builder can contract as opposed to
a carpenter. Carpenters in NSW seem to have no issue calling themselves builders, bringing in other trades and
coordinating the other trades within their own work but not legally able to take responsibility for the works
performed.
SUB-STANDARD RESIDENTIAL WORKS.
In the recent six years of working mostly in NSW I’ve noticed an incredible amount of sub-standard works,
especially renovations and extensions plus older works. The most dangerous works I see regularly around Lake
Macquarie where there is a lot of steep blocks with decks facing the water, many of these decks are in excess of 5 or
6 metres above ground and the railings are built of undersized, under height rubbish pine. Illegal horizontal stainless
steel balustrade wire is still very common as new works or simple horizontal timbers ready for children to climb. I’m
astounded we don’t hear of more deaths due to this situation alone although I assume most wouldn’t be reported.
The current screaming of the media and councillors is focused on blaming the standards and codes.
Any person with a good understanding of the Australian Standards in all aspects of the Construction Industry
coupled with the National Construction Code (previously the BCA) can build a functional building which will be safe
to use, maintain, live in or work in.
In actual fact the Codes & Standards developed and used in Australia have become the blue print for many countries
around the globe.
I should mention that, In my opinion, the current standards for tolerances developed in Victoria and now being
adopted around the country by other states is laughable as any builder leaning towards the upper end of these
standards should not be in the industry.
It should be remembered that we have in this country under the NCC banner a method of approval of building
materials which is still in its infancy but is developing well. Greater education of builders and designers would be of
assistance.
REPORTING ISSUES TO THE NSW DEPARTMENT OF FAIR TRADE.
I have attempted on numerous occasions to report issues of unlicensed building work, dangerous work, noncompliant work etc to the NSW Dep’t Fair Trade, on all of these occasions I have been stonewalled by receptionists
or call centre operators, the lack of interest or appetite for reporting, following up or any policing of any reported
issues appears to be a cultural problem within the department.
CONCLUSION.
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